If you’re coming from France, you’ll have three different roads available to reach us :
Road from France by the E19 highway
If you drive on the E19 Paris-Bruxelles highway, after the exit #19 Beersel, you must get out
at the exit #18 Drogenbos and immediatly turn right toward Uccle (Ukkel). Then always drive
straight on (follow the tram rails for approximatly 3.5km). You're in the Rue de Stalle and
driving straight on it becomes the Avenue Brugmann wich you keep until after the Darwin
tram stop wich is at about one minute from our house ; then turn on the first street on the left
(Avenue de la Jonction) and again take the first left turn : Square Larousse (is a little dead end
street). Our house is #22, it's on your left. Press the top bell (Caruso – Du Bois) near the big
wooden door.

Road from France to Brussels by the Luxembourg with the E411 highway
Take the E411 till the end, after the exit Jésus-Ijk, keep straight on towards Brussels. Take the
exit "Autres Directions" (Other Directions), towards Brussels-Auderghem. Keep straight on
under the viaduct Hermann Debroux. At the second traffic light, turn on left towards
“Cambre". You're in the Boulevard du Souverain, keep straight on. At the roundabout, take
the second exit, Avenue Leo Wiener, prolonged by the Avenue Delleur, then becoming the
Chaussée de la Hulpe, again becoming the Avenue Franklin Roosevelt. Follow the arrow
"Centre" (Center) ; cross the crossroads, you're in the Avenue Emile de Mot. Take the right
lane. At the traffic light, stay on the right lane. You're in the Avenue Louise. At the next
traffic light, turn on the left and cross through the Avenue Louise. You're Rue de l'Abbaye,
keep straight on till the Chaussée de Waterloo, take the Chaussée de Waterloo on your right
till the crossroads of Ma Campagne. At that crossroads, take on your left the Avenue
Brugmann, then the first on the right, Avenue de la Jonction and then right away on your left :
it's the Square Larousse, a small dead end street ; our home is on your left, it's the number 22.
Ring at the upper bell (Caruso - Du Bois) near the big wooden door.

Road from France to Brussels by the Luxembourg - Second Possibility
All the road is on highway, there are three (Luxemboug-Namur ;Namur-Gosselies ; GosseliesBrussels) ; you'll have only to turn twice.
1. After Namur, there is a big highway intersection, follow highway E42 towards Mons-Lille
2. After Gosselies, follow another highway to - and till Brussels (there is only one highway
A54 which then becomes E19/A7 ; you can't miss it as the Brussels direction is clearly
mentionned in capital letters).
3. Leave this last highway at Drogenbos and immediatly turn right then always drive straight
on (follow the tram rails for about 3.5km) you're in the Rue de Stalle which becomes (driving
straight on) Avenue Brugmann which you'll follow until after the Darwin tram station.
Then turn to the first street on the left (Avenue de la Jonction) and there the first left turn is
the Square Larousse. Our house is the number 22, it's on your left. Ring at the upper bell
(Caruso - Du Bois) near the big wooden door.

